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Based on the tight-binding model and taking into account the effect of dissipation as well as the disorder, we
study quantum interference via the Aharonov-Casher effect for fluxons in a ring-shaped superconductor. The
electrical resistance in terms of the transmission probability for a quantum vortex to traverse the ring is
calculated. It is shown that a quantum interference effect is exhibited in the resistance in the presence of weak
dissipation. Our analysis may also be applied to a Josephson-junction array system. In particular, by including
the disorder effect, we are able to explain the experimental measurements in the dissipative regime done by
Elion et al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.71, 2311~1993!#.
@S0163-1829~97!52042-X#

In 1984 it was shown by Aharonov and Casher1 ~AC! that
a neutral particle carrying a magnetic moment may exhibit a
quantum-mechanical interference effect, which is a dual of
the Aharonov-Bohm2 ~AB! effect in which a charged particle
is deflected in the presence of a vector potential even when
the force exerted on the particle is absent. This AC effect has
also been discussed for fluxons~magnetic vortices! in a
type-II superconductor3–6 and for vortices in a ring-shaped
two-dimensional array of Josephson junctions in the absence
of dissipation.7 Recently, Elionet al.8 observed quantum in-
terference of vortices in a Josephson-junction array, which
may be again a manifestation of the AC effect. As pointed
out by these authors, however, the phase-interference oscil-
lation was observed in the flux-motion resistance. According
to the conventional wisdom, the dissipation should destroy
the phase-interference effect, and so Elion and co-workers’
experiment presents a rather unique and challenging
problem,8 which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been
tackled seriously. In this paper, by taking into account the
dissipation effect, we study the quantum coherence of flux-
ons via the AC effect in a ring-shaped type-II superconductor
or a Josephson-junction array. It is shown that the interfer-
ence could survive in the presence of weak dissipation. In
addition, the disorder and the temperature effects have also
been discussed. A satisfactory interpretation for the interfer-
ence oscillation of the resistance observed in the experimen-
tal measurement by Elionet al.8 is presented.

Figure 1 shows schematically a ring-shaped type-II super-
conducting thin film lying in thexy plane. This ring is of
inner radiusr 2 and outer radiusr 1 and thicknessd. The
width of the ring arm,r 12r 2!r 2 , is comparable to the pen-
etration depth. Each branch of the ring is attached to a type-I
superconducting film, characterized by a critical magnetic
field Hc

I , and they in turn are coupled to the driving current
and voltage contacts. A straight line charge with charge den-
sity L pierces perpendicularly the center of the ring, which

creates a radial Coulomb electric field,E5(2L/r ) r̂ . A con-
stant external magnetic fieldH (Hc1,H,Hc

I ,Hc2) is ap-
plied perpendicular to thexy plane such that fluxons, each of
which carries a quantized fluxF05hc/2e and has a direc-
tion along the line segment that traces out the normal core of
the fluxon, are induced in the mixed-state regime. Under this
arrangement, we assume that the fluxon moves only in the
azimuthal direction along the fixed contour of radiusr a if a
driving current is introduced. When considered in its essen-
tial nature as a topological excitation, a fluxon~vortex line!
can be regarded as a quantum particle~boson! at extremely
low temperatures. In particular, these fluxons or vortices in

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of a ring-shaped type-II supercon-
ductor. The fluxons are induced by a magnetic field. A straight
charge line with charge densityL passes through the center of the
ring, andQ5Ld whered is the thickness of the ring. The dashed
lines picture two trajectories traveled by fluxons.
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type-II superconductors or Josephson-junction arrays have
infinite repulsive on-site interaction, leading to the hard-core
constraint. Therefore, they can be treated as standard neutral
hard-core bosons carrying an effective magnetic momentm

5(F0d/4p) ẑ, where ẑ is the unit vector orthogonal to the
xy plane. On the other hand, it is still a macroscopic object
in all other respects. We are therefore in a position to study
the dynamics of a macroscopic quantum particle, which is
influenced by its interaction with the environment. The ef-
fective model Hamiltonian of the system plus environment
may be written as

H5HS1HR1H I . ~1!

Here

HS5(
i

e ibi
†bi2(

i j
Vi j bi

†bj ~2!

is the Hamiltonian of the isolated fluxon system.e i are the
on-site energies, which take the value of zero on the two
connected leads and are distributed randomly in an interval
@2W/2,W/2# on the ring. The hopping integrals in the leads
are taken to beVi j 5V for nearest-neighbor sites and zero
otherwise. In the presence of an external electric field gener-
ated by the straight line charge, it has been indicated by
Reznik and Aharonov3 that, although this electric field may
be screened in the superconductor, there is still some part of
the electric field penetrating the superconductor, which is
able to make a flux, after traversing one round along the
ring, and acquire a correct geometric phase,wAC
5(\c)21rdl•(E3m)52pQ/Q0 , with Q5Ld and Q0
52e.9 As a consequence, the nearest-neighbor hopping inte-
grals in the ring take the formVi j 5VeiDu i j , whereDu i j is
the phase acquired by the quantum vortex hopping from one
site to the nearest-neighbor one. Since the AC effect is a
global effect,3 it follows that (Du i j 52pQ/Q0 , where the
summation runs over all of the links on the ring.bi

† andbi

create and annihilate one fluxon on thei th site, they com-
mute on different sites

@bi
† ,bj

†#5@bi ,bj #5@bi
† ,bj #50, ~ iÞ j ! ,

but anticommute on the same site~hard core constraint!

$bi
† ,bi%51, $bi

† ,bi
†%5$bi ,bi%50 .

As we have shown in Ref. 5 a gas ofNb hard-core bosons
defined on the ring is equivalent to a gas ofNf5Nb free
fermions except for the introduction of a global phase factor
exp@ip(Nf21)# into the boundary condition obeyed by the
fermion wave function. Since here we are only interested in
the transport properties of the fluxon system, this global
phase shift has no effect.10 After such a mapping, we may
have

HS5(
i

e i f i
†f i2(

i j
Vi j f i

†f j , ~3!

where f i
† and f i are the usual fermion operators defined on

the lattice that satisfy the anticommutating relation

$ f i , f j
†%5d i j , $ f i , f j%5$ f i

† , f j
†%50 .

In the eigenenergy representation, the Hamiltonian of the
fluxon system then becomesHS5(kEkf k

†f k , where f k
† and

f k are the fermion operators defined in the energy eigenstate
space. The environment Hamiltonian is modeled by the har-
monic oscillators, and in second quantization can be written
as

HR5(
q

vqaq
†aq , ~4!

whereaq
† and aq are creation and annihilation operators of

collective excitions which inelastically scatter the transport-
ing quantum vortex. We use the independent boson model11

to describe the coupling between the quantum vortex system
and the environment

H I5(
k,q

Mk,qf k
†f k~aq1aq

†! , ~5!

whereMk,q is a set of coupling constants. Although this type
of the coupling Hamiltonian is a bitad hoc, the advantage
lies in that with Eq.~5! the system plus the environment can
be solved exactly. As we are mainly concerned with a quali-
tative description of transport properties of quantum vortices
with dissipation, we are content to use this simplified cou-
pling. Using this coupling Hamiltonian, one can find12 from
the linear response Kubo formula in combination with the
diagonalization technique developed by Mahan11 that the ef-
fective transmission probability in the presence of dissipation
is

T5bE dE1dE2f FD~E1!@12 f FD~E2!#

3Re@ t~E1!t* ~E2!#P~E1 ,E2! , ~6!

whereb is the inverse temperature, the Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion function f FD(E)5$exp@b(E2EF)#11%21, the transmis-
sion amplitudet(E) is quantum mechanically calculated
from the quantum vortex systemHS given by Eq. ~3!,
P(E1 ,E2) is the coupling function between the system and
the environment and, if all collective modes have the same
energyv0 ~Einstein model!, is given by

P~E1 ,E2!5 (
m52`

`

d~E22E11mv0!

3exp@2~2nBE11!g#

3exp~mbv0/2!I m~2AnBE~nBE11!g! ,

~7!

with v0 the frequency of the collective modes,I m(x) is the
Bessel function of complex argument, andnBE5@exp(bv0
21#21 the distribution function of the collective modes,
the dimensionless coupling constantg5(q^(Mk,q

2Mk8,q)2&k,k8 /v0
2. Evidently, in the limit of g50, P(E1

2E2) goes tod(E12E2) and Eq.~6! reduces to the nondis-
sipation case. In particular, we wish to point out that Eq.~6!
is derived in the single-particle approximation@see Eq.~3!#.
For the present system, if the density of vortices is not so
high, this approximation appears to be acceptable as the di-
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rect interaction between two vortices at different sites is too
weak to be included in the Hamiltonian.

On the experimental aspect, the measured voltage across
the gate of widthWa at the endpointB is the line integral of
the electric field,V5*E•dl. For the case considered here,
the contribution to the integral from the electric field created
by the line charge can be neglected, and the only contribu-
tion comes from the type-II superconducting region. Conse-
quently,V'EWa , whereE is the electric field induced by
the fluxon motion. This electric field is given by13

E5
1

c
~b3v!5

naF0

c
~ ẑ3v! , ~8!

whereb is the magnetic induction,v is the velocity of the
fluxon, andna the area density of fluxons. By taking into
account the elastic and phase-breaking scattering of the flux-
ons, the measured voltage becomesV5(F0 /c)dnlvT, where
dnl is the number of states for fluxons per unit length in the
energy intervalde andT is the transmission probability given
by Eq.~6!. Due to the Lorentz force, the energy imbalance is
given byde5F0I/c, whereI is the driving current. In view
of the fact that we have a one-dimensional density of states,
]nl /]e51/hv, we obtain the resistance6

R5
V
I5

h

~2e!2
T . ~9!

This formula relates the quantum vortex-motion resistance to
the transmission probability of a vortex, in which the
quantum-mechanical interference effect and the dissipation
effect are essentially included.

In the following, we would like to calculate the transmis-
sion probability within the tight-binding model given by Eq.
~3!. So far, pioneered by Imry, Bu¨ttiker, Gefen, and
Azbel,14–16 the studies of the conductance behavior of a me-
soscopic electronic ring enclosing a magnetic flux are mainly
based on the continuum model and a clear physical under-
standing for the problem has been given. For our purpose,
we use instead the tight-binding model to study the quantum
transport of the vortex motion. In this model, the disorder
and the band effects can be taken into account
conveniently.17 Suppose a vortex impinging from the left-
hand side~LHS! leads into the left junction, the Bloch state
on the LHS is cn5exp(ikna)1rexp(2ikna), n50,21,
22, . . . , where r is the reflection amplitude andk is the
longitudinal wave vector satisfying the dispersion relatione
522V cos(ka) (a being the vortex lattice constant!. A scat-
tering state on the right-hand side~RHS! for a vortex im-
pinging from the LHS is given bycn5texp(ikna), n
50,1,2, . . . . By substituting 11r and t for the wave func-
tion amplitudes on the opposite junctions connecting the
leads and the ring, and solving Eq.~3! to eliminate the wave
function amplitudes at the sites forming the ring, we find
analytically the transmission amplitude for an eight-site ring
to be

t5
2ie2 iw/2sin~ka!D0

D1e22ika1D2e2 ika1D3

, ~10!

where

D05X~u!X~d!~e2
~u!1e2

~d!eiw!1eiwX~u!Y~d!Z~d!

1X~d!Y~u!Z~u! ,

D15X~u!X~d! ,

D25X~u!~Z~d!2Y~d!!1X~d!~Z~u!2Y~u!! ,

D35~X~d!1X~u!e2 iw!~e2
~u!1e2

~d!eiw!

1~Z~d!2Z~u!e2 iw!~Y~d!eiw2Y~u!! ,

X~u,d!5e3
~u,d!~e2

~u,d!e1
~u,d!21!2e1

~u,d! ,

Y~u,d!5e2
~u,d!e1

~u,d!21 ,

Z~u,d!512e3
~u,d!e2

~u,d! ,

and e i
(u,d) , i 51,2,3, are the energies of three sites on the

upper and lower branch of the ring. Equation~10! shows
clearly that the resistance will oscillate in the external charge
Q with the periodQ052e. Although our calculations are
carried out for an eight-site ring as an illustration, there
should be no qualitative changes in the results when the ring
size is varied.

We plot in Fig. 2~a! the vortex motion resistance at zero
temperature as a function of the external charge for different
values of the disorder strengthW but with the fixed Fermi
energy EF /V50 and no dissipationg50. Here EF5
22V cos(kFa) is the Fermi energy of fermions used to rep-
resent hard-core bosons, wherekF5pr with r the linear
density of vortices. In our case, the disorder comes from the

FIG. 2. ~a! The zero-temperature vortex-motion resistance as a
function ofQ/Q0 with EF /V50 andg50 for four different values
of the disorder strength,W/V51 ~solid line!, 2 ~dashed line!, 3
~dotted line!, 4 ~dashed-dotted line!. ~b! The disorder-free vortex-
motion resistance as a function ofQ/Q0 with EF /V50.5,g50 for
three different values of temperature,bV550 ~solid line!, 20
~dashed line!, 10 ~dotted line!.
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vortex pinning fluctuations. At weaker disorder, the resis-
tance oscillates with the amplitude as large ash/(2e)2. As
the disorder strength increases, the resistance oscillation de-
creases. In particular, the resistance maxima decrease while
the resistance minima increase. Moreover, the positions of
the resistance maxima changes with the increase of the dis-
order but those of the resistance minima are always fixed at
Q5Q0/2. With such a feature, the resistance period halving
may occur at some specific value of the disorder strength. As
can be seen, in the strong disorder limit, the resistance is
almost independent of the change of external charge via the
AC effect, and approaches a nonzero constant value. Figure
2~b! shows the disorder-free vortex-motion resistance as a
function of the external charge for different values of the
temperatureT but with the fixed Fermi energyEF /V50.5
and no dissipation. As one can see, the resistance oscillation
amplitude decreases with the increase of the temperature. In
contrast to the disorder case, this decrease of the resistance
oscillation is uniquely due to the reduction of the resistance
maxima with the increase of the temperature. As long as the
ring is ordered, the resistance always vanishes when the ex-
ternal charge is atQ5Q0/2 regardless of the temperature.

In Fig. 3~a! we plot the disorder-free vortex-motion resis-
tance as a function of the external charge against different
values of the dissipation strength. In the calculation,bv0
50.5 is taken so that there are thermally activated collective
modes available to scatter the quantum vortex. In the weak
dissipation limit,g/bv0<1, which is physically reasonable.
In addition,EF /V50.5 andbV5103 are taken. Comparing
Fig. 2~b! with Fig. 3~a!, we can see clearly that the increase
of dissipation decreases the amplitude of the resistance as a
whole, showing the similar effect of the temperature. This
resemblance between the two effects demonstrates, at least in
the weak dissipation limit, that the phase-breaking time is
determined by both the temperature and the coupling be-
tween a quantum system and the environment. In Fig. 3~b!,
we plot the vortex motion resistance as a function of the
external charge by takingW/V52 and g50.2 to include
both the disorder and the dissipation effects. The values of
other parameters are the same as those for Fig. 3~a!. As seen

from Fig 3~b!, by taking into the disorder effect, we can
explain essentially the experimental measurement by Elion
et al.18 in the dissipative regime since our analysis may also
be applied to the ring of a Josephson-junction array. As for
fluxons in a ring-shaped type-II superconductor as we pro-
pose in Fig. 1, the transmission probability of the fluxon
traversing the system may be smaller, but the full AC effect
is still expected to be observable in a very clean sample.
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